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Body:

Paul,Good to hear from you.  I only have a minute now, but I will provide more of an explanation tomorrow.  I 

strongly prefer that you say nothing to anyone about our having sent the drafts to you.  All of the information 

will come out over time, but I would like not to have to deal with that issue now.Best,JeremyTo:	jeremy_gunn 

@ jfk-arrb.gov ("Jeremy Gunn") @ internetcc:	 (bcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB)From:	paulhoch @ 

uclink4.berkeley.edu (Paul L. Hoch) @ INTERNET @ WORLDCOM   Date:	03/03/97 09:37:06 AM 

CSTSubject:	Thanks for memos; two questionsJeremy -     Thanks for your letter of February 21, and for 

sending me two draftmemos for comments.     I have two procedural questions:     First, is there a deadline for 

my response (which I have drafted)?  Itend to assume that the use of FedEx indicates urgency.     Also, there is 

one issue about confidentiality which did not occur tome when we talked on the phone.     I certainly will not 

divulge the subjects of these drafts, or any ofthe information in them.  My problem is that, from time to time, I 

havetalked with other researchers about our contacts with the Board, and thefeedback we have (or have not) 

received.  I have told people that my dozenor so letters have been acknowledged and apparently appreciated, 

but that Idon't really know which of them have been followed up, and that I have notbeen called on since the 

Experts' Conference.     In future conversations with my colleagues, it would be very awkwardfor me if I could 

not say that you have asked, in confidence, for mycomments on your draft writeups of a couple of topics.     I 

don't intend to wave this around, but I'm sure I will be askedwhether I have heard from the Board.  Please let 

me know if this kind ofresponse would be a problem.Paul 
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